abstract: Theories of adaptation typically ignore the effect of environmental change on population size. But some environmental challenges-challenges to which populations must adapt-may depress absolute fitness below 1, causing populations to decline. Under this scenario, adaptation is a race; beneficial alleles that adapt a population to the new environment must sweep to high frequency before the population becomes extinct. We derive simple, though approximate, solutions to the probability of successful adaptation (population survival) when adaptation involves new mutations, the standing genetic variation, or a mixture of the two. Our results show that adaptation to such environmental challenges can be difficult when relying on new mutations at one or a few loci, and populations will often decline to extinction.
Evolutionary theorists have turned their attention recently to the genetics of adaptation. These efforts have largely focused on identifying patterns that might characterize adaptation through DNA sequence space (reviewed in Orr 2005) . This work has revealed several interesting patterns (Gillespie 1984; Orr 2002 Orr , 2005 Rozen et al. 2002) and has motivated a number of new experiments (Rozen et al. 2002; Sanjuan et al. 2004; Rokyta et al. 2005; Barrett et al. 2006; Kassen and Bataillon 2006) . Nearly all work on the theory of adaptation, however, has been limited in at least one important way: it assumes that populations maintain a stable size following a sudden change in environment, a change to which the population must adapt.
In reality, however, some of the adaptations in which * E-mail: aorr@mail.rochester.edu. † E-mail: runckles@mail.rochester.edu.
Am. Nat. 2008. Vol. 172, pp. 160-169 we are most interested-for example, antibiotic and insecticide resistance, adaptation to climate change, new diseases or parasites, and adaptation during colonization events-might involve changes in the physical or biological environment that are severe enough to cause a reduction in population size. If the population fails to adapt, it might well decline to extinction. This scenario, which obviously sits at the intersection of population genetics and ecology, differs fundamentally from that typically considered by population geneticists in that it is a race: adaptation must occur before the population becomes extinct (Maynard Smith 1989) . A number of previous studies have considered this problem. An especially large literature has analyzed adaptation of populations to an environment that changes gradually through time (see Lynch et al. 1991; Lynch and Lande 1993; Burger and Lynch 1995; Lynch 1996; Barton and Partridge 2000; Stockwell et al. 2003 and references therein). These models are typically quantitative genetic (polygenic) and consider a trait that is under stabilizing selection (intermediate trait values are optimal). However, as the environment changes through time and the optimal trait value shifts, natural selection drives phenotypic evolution. If this response to selection fails to keep up with the pace of environmental change, the population suffers an increasingly large lag load (Maynard Smith 1976) and may ultimately become extinct. (Small threatened populations may also be vulnerable to the accumulation of deleterious mutations; see Lynch [1996] for a review.)
A smaller body of work has considered the adaptation of a population to a sudden change in the environment, one that is sufficiently dramatic to decrease the absolute fitness of individuals to below 1. Unable to replace itself, such a population will begin to decline geometrically (approximately exponentially) through time. The most important analyses of this problem are those of Gomulkiewicz and Holt (1995) and Holt and Gomulkiewicz (1997) . In the first, Gomulkiewicz and Holt performed both population genetic and quantitative genetic analyses. Their approach was heuristic, and it contrasted the time required for a threatened population to reach a critical small density-a density at which extinction by demographic stochasticity is likely-with the time required for natural se-lection to adapt the population to the new environment. If the first time is less than the second, extinction is probable. In the second article, Holt and Gomulkiewicz (1997) expanded their analysis, using quantitative and population genetic (branching process) approaches to assess the effects of initial population size and initial frequency of favorable genetic variants on the probability of population extinction; they also considered the distribution of times to extinction.
Here we build on this previous work on adaptation to a sudden environmental change. Our approach differs from previous efforts in several ways. Most important, we consider the contributions to adaptation of new mutations as well as those from the standing genetic variation. Moreover, in the case of standing variation, we explicitly consider both previously deleterious and neutral variants. We restrict our attention to simple population genetic models as well as to a simple ecological model in which approximate analytic results are possible. In all cases, we calculate the probability that a population substitutes a beneficial allele of sufficiently large effect to escape extinction. Because we consider the fate of major mutations at one or several loci-not the cumulative effects of many genes that each have a modest effect-our results are most directly relevant to organisms such as microbes, in which a small number of genes can respond to an environmental challenge. Our results also bear on more complex organisms when only a small number of loci can respond biochemically to a particular environmental challenge. (For example, considerable evidence suggests that a small number of genes, perhaps only one, can confer resistance to the insecticide cyclodiene [ffrench-Constant et al. 2000 ].) Our general conclusion is that adaptation to sudden environmental change is difficult, at least when using new mutations or previously deleterious alleles at one or a few loci. We discuss conditions under which this conclusion does not hold and the odds of successful adaptation improve.
Model

Scenario and Analytic Approach
It will help to begin by considering a deterministic version of our model. We consider a population that has discrete generations and no age structure. The population shows a simple pattern of regulation: population size N increases or decreases geometrically unless the population is at carrying capacity K, in which case population size neither increases nor decreases. In general, population size at time is , where is the
initial population size and is the mean absolute fitness W of the population. This model-or, more exactly, its continuous time analog-was introduced by MacArthur and Wilson (1967, chap. 4) and has been the subject of considerable work in the population ecology of extinction; for example, see Leigh (1981) , Goodman (1987a , 1987b .
We consider a haploid population; later, we briefly consider diploids. We focus on a one-locus model with two alleles (or classes of physiologically equivalent alleles): the wild-type A and the mutant a. We generally assume that the mutant type is initially either absent or rare. Before the change in environment, the population is able to replace itself and has large size N 0 .
At time (generation) , the environment suddenly T p 0 changes, absolute fitness falls, and the population can no longer replace itself. In the new environment, the wildtype allele has absolute fitness . (Note that be-
cause r is positive, we break with convention and use r to measure the rate of population decline; this unorthodox notation will simplify our presentation.) In the new environment, the mutant has absolute fitness
coefficient and the approximation assumes that s b and r are reasonably small. Because at time the popu-T p 0 lation is composed entirely (or almost entirely) of wildtype individuals, N on average decreases by a proportion ∼r each generation. Unless the beneficial a allele sweeps to high frequency reasonably quickly, the population will become extinct.
Real populations do not show deterministic growth. Instead, different individuals of the same genotype show chance differences in offspring number. This stochasticity affects, among other things, the probability that a beneficial mutation fixes in a population. Our approach, which takes this chance variation into account, is based on branching process theory. We use this theory to calculate the probability of fixation of a beneficial allele; this probability of fixation in turn lets us calculate the probability that a population escapes extinction by adapting. We focus only on beneficial mutations that show because s Ϫ r 1 0 b only such alleles increase absolute fitness above 1 (when taken singly) and so can save the population from extinction. As usual with branching process theory, the beneficial allele a has two possible ultimate fates: it can become extinct, or it can increase in numbers without bounds. In the former case, the population will become extinct (as mean absolute fitness remains below 1); in the latter case, the population will survive (as the ultimate survival of an allele is equivalent to the ultimate survival of a population). Our assumption of unlimited growth of the a lineage is obviously artificial. Real surviving lineages (and populations) must reach a finite equilibrium size K. This artificial aspect of our model-indeed, of any branching process model-is, however, not as serious a problem as it might seem. As has long been recognized (Harris 1963, pp. 10-11) , we need assume only that once a lineage having reaches an appreciable size, it will almost cer-W 1 1 a tainly survive. The probability of reaching this critical size is, therefore, essentially equal to the probability of ultimate survival given by branching process theory. So long as this critical size is considerably smaller than K (which is true with large K), branching process theory yields the correct probability of population survival.
In many of our analytic approximations, we assume that before the substitution of a beneficial mutation, population size declines deterministically through time, having size at time . Although this is ob-
viously a simplification, it allows derivation of several useful, though approximate, results. We check all analytic results against exact computer simulations that account fully for variable offspring number and stochastic fluctuations in population size.
Computer Simulations
We performed forward computer simulations that were exact and that tracked a population that, at , in-
process assumptions, individuals in the new environment reproduced independently, and mean offspring number per individual depended on genotype. In particular, in the new environment, wild-type individuals had a binomially (approximately Poisson) distributed number of surviving offspring with mean W A , and mutant individuals had a binomially (approximately Poisson) distributed number of surviving offspring with mean W a . Given enough time, population size will, as noted, either decline to 0 or grow without bound. In practice, a realization of our simulation ended in extinction if population size equaled 0; a realization ended in survival if the mutant allele a was substituted and population size returned to its initial size of . The proportion of realizations in which adaptation N 0 successfully occurred, preventing extinction, was recorded. Later, we consider alternative forms of population regulation; the relevant computer simulations are described there. All simulations were written in the language R (R Development Core Team 2006).
Results
New Mutations
The probability that a new beneficial mutation that arises in generation t goes to fixation and thereby prevents population extinction is 1 minus the probability that all such mutations are lost accidentally:
where is the probability of fixation of a new beneficial P mutation and is the number of beneficial mu-
tations that appear in generation t. We assume here that population size declines deterministically and that beneficial mutations are sufficiently rare to enjoy independent fates. From branching process theory, the probability that a new mutation fixes in a population that is declining exponentially is . (See also Otto and Whitlock P ≈ 2(s Ϫ r) b 1997.) Haldane's (1927) classic approximation P ≈ 2s b thus is reduced when a mutation arises in a population that is declining. With small to moderate probabilities of fixation, equation (1) 
We can also calculate the cumulative probability that a mutation that appears by generation t prevents extinction. Letting A denote the cumulative number of mutations that appear by generation t and noting that the number of mutations per generation falls as a geometric sequence, we have .
To a good approximation, then, a mutation that appears by generation t will save a population with probability
Because most beneficial mutations arise in earlier rather than later generations, levels off with increasing t. In-P T≤t deed, as t becomes large ( ) in equation (2), we can t r ϱ find the total probability that a new mutation will save the population. This probability is
When the term in brackets is small, this is, to a good approximation, .
Equation (3) is our most important result. It shows that there is a ceiling on the chance that new mutations can save a declining population, and given reasonable parameter values, this ceiling is often low (see table 1 ). This reflects the fact that adaptation in a declining population is a race; adaptation must occur before a population becomes extinct. Worse, the challenge confronting the population pulls the rug out from under its rescue: the relevant environmental change causes the number of (potentially rescuing) beneficial mutations that appear each generation to systematically decrease. While our derivation of equation (3) rests on several approximations and simplifica- tions, figure 1, which gives the results of exact computer simulations, shows that the derivation provides a good approximation to the probability of population survival, at least when s b is of modest magnitude. From equations (1) and (3), we can calculate each generation's contribution to the rescue of a population. Conditional on population survival, how often does a rescuing mutation arise in generation ? Straightfor-T p 0, 1, 2, … ward calculations show that
This makes good sense; because the population declines approximately exponentially, the adaptive contribution of each generation must also decline approximately exponentially. While we have, for simplicity, considered a one-locus model, it should be noted that the above results remain correct if u is interpreted as the genomic rate of mutation to beneficial alleles of effect s b (so long as u remains small enough that mutations enjoy independent fates). Below, however, we return to our one-locus assumption.
Previously Deleterious Alleles
A population threatened by environmental change need not rely on new mutations to adapt. Instead, the population might respond by fixing alleles from the standing genetic variation. Here we consider one component of the standing variation: alleles that were previously definitely deleterious ( ) and that were maintained at N s 1 1 0 d mutation-selection balance.
Making the usual assumptions that the rate of mutation to the a allele is u, that back mutation can be ignored, and that the a allele suffers a deleterious effect
, a segregates at an equilibrium frequency of in u q ≈ u/s d a haploid population. When the environment changes at time , the a allele becomes favorable and enjoys T p 0 selective advantage s b (s b might be less than, greater than, or equal to s d ). We temporarily ignore the contribution of new mutations and consider only the probability that these "old" alleles from mutation-selection balance save the population from extinction. Following our earlier logic, a population escapes extinction only if at least one of theN q 0 copies of a that segregate at time escapes accidental T p 0 loss (Orr and Betancourt 2001) . If these copies have independent fates, the population escapes extinction with probabilityP
[ ]
Probability P old thus takes the same form as P new , except that a term of s d in the former replaces a term of r in the latter. From P old , it is easy to see that to ensure a 95% probability of survival, a population must segregate for copies of the a allele.
While simple, the above calculation's usefulness is limited by our assumption that the a allele segregates at a deterministic frequency of . In reality, a will have a disq ≈ u/s d tribution of starting frequencies in finite populations. When back mutation can be ignored and selection against a is reasonably strong, this stationary distribution at mutationselection-drift equilibrium is approximately gamma (Nei 1968) :
Integrating over this stationary distribution, the mean probability of population survival is
( )
This result is similar to one derived by Hermisson and Pennings (2005) for a diploid population (though they did not consider geometrically declining populations). Figure   2 shows that equation (5) provides an excellent approximation of the probability of population survival from the standing variation seen in computer simulations. Table 1 provides values of from equation (5), given different P old combinations of parameter values.
We can also consider the case in which both "old" alleles from mutation-selection-drift balance and "new" alleles from mutations that arise after the environmental change can contribute to adaptation. In this case, a population might be saved by (i) alleles from the standing genetic variation, (ii) new mutations, or (iii) a mixture of the two. Following Hermisson and Pennings (2005) , we simplify the analysis by defining rescue from the standing genetic variation if any of the haplotypes going to fixation segregated before the environmental change at . Thus, T p 0 the total probability of population survival is P p total , or P ϩ (1 Ϫ P )P new old old
total 0
where we assume that the rate of mutation to the a allele is the same before and after the environmental change. Figure 3 shows the probabilities of population survival from new and old mutations when both are allowed in computer simulations. Our analytic approximations again perform well. (log-log plot). Observed data from 10,000 realizations of simulations.
The fraction of cases in which the population escapes extinction by using the standing genetic variation (conditional on escaping extinction) is given by the ratio of equation (5) to equation (6). From this, it follows that previously deleterious alleles will rescue a population more often than will new mutations when the deleterious effects of a were milder than
where the approximation holds when N 0 u is small. Surprisingly, then, we can write down a simple solution to the conditions under which previously deleterious mutations are used more often than new mutations to save a declining population. Computer simulations confirm that the approximate form of equation (7) provides an excellent estimate of the observed threshold value of (not shown). * s d
Previously Neutral Alleles
A population might be rescued from extinction by substituting alleles that were previously neutral alleles and that became advantageous at time . We first consider T p 0 alleles that were strictly neutral and then turn to alleles that were nearly neutral.
Calculation of the probability that alleles from the strictly neutral standing variation rescue a population follows a logic similar to that with definitely deleterious alleles. The stationary distribution of a now follows a beta distribution,
where and is the rate of
v back mutation to the A allele (Crow and Kimura 1970) . Integrating, we have where is the Kummer confluent hypergeometric M [a, b, z] function of the first kind (Abramowitz and Stegun 1970) . Equation (8) (fig. 4) . Table 1 reports from equation (8) given various combinations of P old, neutral parameter values.
If new mutations are allowed, the total probability that a population is rescued is given by equations (3) and (8), that is, by . As expected, a P ϩ (1 Ϫ P )P new old, neutral old, neutral population is much more likely to be rescued if a comes from the neutral standing variation than from either definitely deleterious standing variation or new mutations. The reason is that previously neutral alleles usually segregate at appreciable starting frequencies. Turning to nearly neutral alleles, we must take into account both back mutation from a to A and the fitness effect of the slightly deleterious allele. For haploids, the stationary distribution of nearly neutral alleles is f(q) p , where c is a
constant of integration that ensures that f(q) integrates to 1 (Crow and Kimura 1970 
Not surprisingly, this quantity falls between that found in the cases of strict neutrality and definitely deleterious alleles (see table 1). Simulations confirm that equation (9) is accurate over a wide range of parameter values ( fig. 5 ).
Diploidy and Multiple Loci
In all the scenarios considered above-adaptation from new mutations or from previously deleterious or neutral alleles-our analysis can be extended trivially to diploids if we ignore the case of completely recessive alleles. If we define s b and s d as the heterozygous fitness effects of an allele-because heterozygous effects approximately determine both probabilities of fixation for beneficial alleles and mutation-selection balance frequencies for deleterious ones-the above equations remain correct if we replace N 0 with 2N 0 throughout. To take an example, the probability that a new mutation rescues a declining diploid population is
This approach obviously assumes that an allele's beneficial heterozygous effect, s b , is greater than r. Interestingly, this need not be the case. A population could be rescued (though with very low probability) even if an allele's heterozygous effect does not yield an absolute fitness above 1, so long as its homozygous effect does and the allele spreads to an appreciable enough frequency so that homozygotes are common. This is most likely when a beneficial allele arises from previously neutral or nearly neutral standing variation. In these cases, absolute copy number is relatively high.
Our analysis can also be extended trivially to the case of multiple loci. If there are m loci-any one of which is capable of rescuing the population-the relevant probability of population survival, P m , under any scenario (new mutations, previously deleterious alleles, etc.) is
where is the probability of survival for the ith locus P i under the relevant scenario. In the special case where the loci are all equivalent (exchangeable), equation (11) becomes , where is the single-locus
probability of survival. Equation (11) obviously ignores epistatic interactions, which we do not pursue here. Equation (11) also ignores the (quantitative genetic) scenario in which no single locus can save the population but the cumulative effects of several to many might.
Alternative Forms of Population Regulation
The above theory assumes a particular model of population regulation: population size increases or decreases geometrically if and ceases to change if . N ! K N p K Although this simple model has been the subject of a number of theoretical studies of extinction, it is obviously somewhat artificial. We would like, therefore, to consider the effects of other, hopefully more realistic, models of population regulation on the genetics of adaptation in declining populations. To capture our biological problem, any such model must conform to two constraints: (1) wildtype absolute fitness must behave such that the population will become extinct deterministically unless a beneficial mutation sweeps to high frequency (thus at all W ! 1 A ), and (2) mutant absolute fitness must be 1 ≤ N ! K when , allowing any rescued population to W p 1 N p K a reach an equilibrium size. Although we were unable to make much analytic progress with such models, we studied several by computer simulation. We briefly describe two. In the first, the fit- nesses of both wild-type and mutant were logistic-like, such that absolute fitness gradually decreased as N increased. Fitnesses were constructed, however, such that the wild-type and mutant alleles had a constant fitness difference. In particular, and
N, where . Mutant fitness here essentially fol-0 ≤ N ≤ K lows the discrete logistic growth law considered by Roughgarden (1971) and Charlesworth (1971) . In the second model, the fitness of the mutant again obeyed the discrete logistic growth law, whereas the wild-type was assumed to be unfit enough that it did not "feel" logistic regulation and had a constant fitness of , with
. Note that at small N, both of these models collapse to K our simple geometric one, as expected; small populations experience geometric growth. Note also that we consider mutations that affect only survival in the new environment, not the carrying capacity of the species; we assume that carrying capacity is set by factors other than those that the population is currently adapting to. Forward computer simulations showed that under both models, probabilities of population survival were lower than those obtained under our earlier, geometric model ( fig. 6 ). The reason is clear. With logistic-like regulation, absolute fitness decreases as N nears K, lowering probabilities of mutant survival. But in a declining population, most beneficial mutations occur early on, when populations are large.
Though counterexamples might be possible, our exploration of alternative forms of population regulation (subject to our two constraints) suggests that our simple geometric model does not yield unusually dire results. Indeed, under some forms of regulation, population survival is less likely than indicated by our analytic findings.
Conclusions
Our analysis differs from previous ones in several ways. Most important, while a large literature considers adaptation in the face of continuous environmental change (e.g., Lynch et al. 1991; Lynch and Lande 1993; Burger and Lynch 1995) , we consider a change that is abrupt. Our analysis also differs, however, from that of Gomulkiewicz and Holt (1995) and Holt and Gomulkiewicz (1997) , who in prescient articles considered adaptation to a sudden and severe environmental change. There are several differences. First, as these authors emphasized, their analyses were mostly heuristic and considered the timescales on which demographic extinction versus response to selection occur. Second, their work focused on the time required for a threatened population to decline to a small critical density (say, 10-100 individuals); our approach features no such critical size. Third, Gomulkiewicz and Holt considered both polygenic and single-locus responses to selection, whereas we restrict our attention to single-locus models (or at least to those featuring a few major loci, any one of which might rescue a population). Last, Gomulkiewicz and Holt did not explicitly contrast the contributions of new versus previously deleterious versus neutral mutations to adaptation. Despite these differences, our qualitative conclusion agrees with that of Gomulkiewicz and Holt; unless populations are very large or suffer only modest decreases in absolute fitness below 1, adaptation to a sudden environmental change can be difficult. This conclusion is especially clear when considering adaptation from new mutations or from alleles that were previously deleterious (see figs. 1, 2). We find that under these scenarios, the probability of population survival is often low, at least in single-locus models. The reason is clear. In both cases, the desired allele is present in low copy numbers in the critical early generations after the environmental change. Given the small probability that any particular copy of a beneficial allele will escape stochastic loss--population P ≈ 2(s Ϫ r) b survival is difficult. Although this conclusion is perhaps unsurprising, it was not obvious that the probability of population survival would assume such simple analytic forms (see eqq.
[3], [5] ). (We further find that as r becomes small, new mutations are more likely to rescue a population, because populations decline so slowly [eq. (7)].) In this case, previously deleterious alleles are unlikely to contribute to adaptation as often as new mutations unless s d is so small as to approach nearly neutral values.) In any case, our results show that the scenarios typically favored by recent adaptation theorists-evolution from new mutations or from mutation-selection balance-may not involve rescue of a declining population unless s b and/or is large or r and/or s d is small. Again, we restrict N u 0 attention here to cases where adaptation involves single mutations at one or a few loci.
Absolute copy number of an allele, not its frequency, determines the probability of population survival. Any factor that increases copy number will, therefore, increase the probability of survival. Our negative conclusion above will thus not hold under any scenario in which the initial copy number of a beneficial allele is increased. The most obvious such scenario involves alleles that were either strictly or nearly neutral before the environmental change and that became beneficial after. Table 1 confirms this intuition, showing that the probability of population survival is often high when considering previously neutral alleles. A key biological question is, therefore, how likely is it that an allele that had essentially no effect on fitness in the old environment will have a profound effect in the new environment, that is, will boost absolute fitness above 1?
Similarly, the probability of population survival increases nearly linearly with both population size and the number of (exchangeable) loci, even when adaptation uses new mutations or those that were previously deleterious. Both effects are intuitively obvious. Florida panthers are far less likely to survive a sudden environmental change than is a species of Drosophila (all else being equal) because panther populations are orders of magnitude smaller than Drosophila populations. Similarly, more loci (any one of which might save the population) provide more material for the genetic rescue of endangered populations and so help mitigate our negative, single-locus conclusions.
It is worth noting that our quantitative predictions are, in principle, testable. The most obvious tests would involve microbial experimental evolution work. Our findings for adaptation by new mutations (eq. [3]), for example, might be tested by placing a clone of microbes in a stressful environment (known r) and noting the proportion of replicates in which the population survives. Key parameters such as N 0 and r could be manipulated experimentally, while parameters like s b and u could be measured in nonpermissive conditions (e.g., measuring the mutation rate to an antibiotic resistance allele). In organisms such as bacteriophage that have sufficiently small genomes, wholegenome sequencing could be used to confirm that adaptation occurred via single substitutions (e.g., Rokyta et al. 2005) .
In closing, we stress that our analysis is limited in at least two ways. First, we have considered one biological scenario, that in which single mutations can increase absolute fitness above 1 and in which such mutations might then go to fixation in the threatened population. We have not considered the scenario in which populations survive because of modest allele frequency change at many genes, each having a small effect on fitness, and not because of substitution events at single loci. For this reason, as noted earlier, our results are perhaps most relevant to cases in which only one or a few genes can respond appropriately to an environmental challenge. Despite this caveat, Gomulkiewicz and Holt's (1995) results suggest that the probability of population survival can often remain low in quantitative genetic models, at least when population size is modest and environmental change abrupt. Second, our approach partly rests on branching process theory (though not entirely; see our discussion in "Alternative Forms of Population Regulation"), with its usual assumption of independent reproduction among individuals. While obviously an idealization, our approach at least yields an analytically tractable model, one that might serve as a baseline against which other, more complex models can be compared.
